Motivational interviewing is a goal-oriented psychotherapy, employed in cases such as addiction, that aims to help clients explore and resolve their ambivalence about their problem. In motivational interviewing, it is desirable for the counselor to communicate empathy towards the client to promote better therapy outcomes. In this paper, we propose a deep neural network (DNN) system for predicting counselors' session level empathy ratings from transcripts of the interactions. First, we train a recurrent neural network mapping the text of each speaker turn to a set of task-specific behavioral acts that represent local dynamics of the client-counselor interaction. Subsequently, this network is used to initialize lower layers of a deep network predicting session level counselor empathy rating. We show that this method outperforms training the DNN end-to-end in a single stage and also outperforms a baseline neural network model that attempts to predict empathy ratings directly from text without modeling turn level behavioral dynamics.
Introduction
Modeling human communicative behaviors is a challenging undertaking. Machine learning offers possibilities for characterizing complex human behavior. Constructs of interest that are characterized, and learned, from human behavioral data are inherently multi-instance and multi-label, which presents new challenges and opportunities for researchers. Traditionally, such data are manually analyzed and studied by humans. This approach is costly and time consuming, which prompts the search for computational methods that can support and augment these efforts. Advances in machine learning present attractive avenues for behavioral analysis and modeling, both in enabling efficient means for computing desired behavioral constructs of interest, and in enabling discovery of new ones [1] .
Motivational interviewing (MI) is a client-centered psychotherapy, which aims to help clients make behavioral changes through examination and resolution of ambivalence. Human communicative behaviors are especially important in MI, where the counselors' ability to express these behaviors can be vital for positive client outcomes. Researchers in the domain are interested in measures for relating counselor and client behaviors to counselor skill as well as intervention success [2, 3] . Furthermore there is considerable interest in how these measures directly relate to the spoken language of the counselor and client [4, 5] .
Empathy is one behavior that has been of special interest in MI research as it is strongly associated with a counselor's ability to establish a rapport with their clients [6] . In the MI context empathy 1 is defined as, "the extent to which the therapist understands and/or makes an effort to grasp the clients perspective" [7] . Xiao et al. proposed modeling therapist empathy in motivational interviews using natural language processing [8] . They subsequently, analyzed therapist empathy using several approaches including prosody, speech rate, and vocal entrainment [9, 10] .
In addition to global (session level) measures such as empathy, there have been multiple studies in employing machine learning approaches to model local (utterance level) participant behaviors in MI. Can et al. compared using a conditional random field (CRF) for modeling utterance level behaviors (behavioral acts) with dialogue acts and then related predicted counts of these acts to empathy [11] . Tanana et al. proposed using recursive neural networks paired with maximum entropy Markov models (MEMMs) to predict statements by clients about changing or maintaining their addictive behaviors [12] . Tanana et al. also compared recursive neural network models to discrete sentence features and reported improved accuracy of predicting several utterance level behaviors when using the recursive neural network model [13] .
We draw inspiration from these works to propose a system that treats the local (turn level) behavioral acts as an encoding for the global (session level) empathy rating. We propose a deep learning system which uses the manually annotated local behavioral codes to train a recurrent neural network (RNN) which learns a mapping from the client/counselor dialogue to these local behavioral acts. Subsequently, this network is used to initialize the lower layers of a deep network for predicting the global counselor empathy rating.
Motivational Interviewing Data
We use a corpus of motivational interviews collected from six independent clinical studies. These studies all focused on addiction counseling relating to alcohol, marijuana, and other drug abuse. Three of these studies were aimed at reducing alcohol abuse by young people (ARC, ESPSB, ESB21), one focused on marijuana abuse (iCHAMP) and one on poly-drug abuse (HM-CBI) [4] . The data from these five studies includes 148 sessions comprised of only real patients. Additionally, the Context Tailored Training (CTT) data includes 200 sessions of both real (76) and standardized (124) patients [14] . Standardized patients are actors portraying patients struggling with addiction for the purpose of counselor training. All the data were manually transcribed and segmented at the turn level and received session level behavioral coding according to the motivational interviewing treatment integrity (MITI) manual [7] . Subsequently, in 337 of the transcripts the talk turns were segmented into utterances and the utterances were assigned local-level behavioral codes according to the motivational interviewing skill code (MISC) manual [15] . The MITI manual defines session level behavioral codes, e.g., empathy, and counts of utterance level behaviors, such as reflections and questions. The session level behavioral codes are rated on a 1-7 Likert scale. For this study we binarize the Likert scale rating as 'high' (>= 5), and 'low' (< 5). This cutoff is motivated by the MITI manual which defined a score of 5 as the minimum acceptable score for a counselor to be considered 'proficient'.
The MISC manual defines 28 utterance level behavioral codes for the counselor (19) and the client (9) . In Table 1 , we show the full list of MISC codes and the number of times they occur in the data. Many of these codes are very difficult to predict due to their sparsity in the data. For this reason, Can et al. proposed grouping the codes into categories [11] . They proposed 8 categories including: FA, GI, QUC, QUO, REC, RES, COU, and CLI. The COU category groups all infrequent counselor codes and the CLI category groups all client codes. We refer to the full MISC code set as MISC28 and the reduced code set as MISC8.
The dataset is separated into training and testing sets. These sets follow approximately a 2:1 training (228 sessions) to testing (109 sessions) ratio. We took care to balance the empathy rating distributions between the sets, while maintaining speaker independence. Because some counselors appear in multiple sessions, all sessions from a particular counselor were assigned to the same train/test split. Furthermore, all standardized patient sessions were assigned to the train set. This was done because there are only three unique standardized patient stories, so the language is likely very similar between many of these sessions. We show the empathy distribution for the train and test sets in Figure 1 . 
Methodology
We learn word embeddings to represent the language use of the counselor and client using a continuous bag of words model [16] . Each word, w, is represented by an M -dimensional dense vector, Vw. Each turn in a session is represented by the average of the word vectors belonging to the words in that turn, i.e,
where Wt is the set of words in turn t. Every session is now represented by a sequence of turn vectors,
t=0 , where T i is the number of turns in session i. An additional indicator variable is appended to each vector to identify whether the turn belongs to the counselor or client.
Client: I wouldn't mind coming here for treatment but I don't want to go to one of those places where everyone sits around crying and complaining all day. (see Section 2) . An example of k-hot MISC8 vector is given in Figure 2 .
We train the proposed system in two stages: the first maps from the turn vectors, X i , to the k-hot representation of the local behaviors, Y i ; the second maps from the estimated local behaviors to the binarized session empathy score, z i . We refer to the first stage as the encoder as it maps from the larger dimensional feature representation to a low dimensional representation of local behaviors. We refer to the second stage as the decoder as it attempts to predict the session empathy score from the estimated local behavioral encodings.
In the first stage, the turn vector sequences are input to a dense feedforward layer to allow for feature interactions. The transformed turn vectors,X i t (M +1-dimensional), are then input to an RNN which learns the dynamics of the turn vector sequence. The output of the RNN, H i t (M +1-dimensional), is input to a feedforward layer which maps to the local behavioral encoding, Y i t , an L-dimensional vector. We train this stage in a supervised manner using the reference local behavior vectors as the multi-label targets. We use a sigmoid activation function on each output of the encoding layer and the system is trained to minimize the average of the binary cross-entropy between the reference and predicted outputs as given by:
where,
and Φ1 is encoder. We use long short-term memory (LSTM) RNNs [17] to address the vanishing gradient problem that arises while training traditional RNNs [18] .
In the second stage, we take the output of the first stage prior to the sigmoid activation,Ỹ i t = Φ1(X i t ), as input. This encoding layer is averaged across turns and input to a feedforward layer that predicts the session's empathy rating z i . We use the sigmoid activation function and binary cross-entropy, as given by:
Φ2 is the decoder andỸ
t=1 . We train the proposed system end-to-end, i.e. back-propagating the error from the empathy prediction layer back to the turn vector input layer. An overview of the proposed system is shown in Figure 3 .
As a baseline model, we train a feedforward neural network with X i as input to predict the empathy scores z i . This model has a single fully connected layer (X i t →X i t ) followed by averaging across all session turns (
, which is then input to the output layer, with sigmoid activation (X i →ẑ i ). We also predict empathy using the reference local behavioral representations, Y i using the same network topology as the baseline, i.e., (
. This serves to show how much information we can gain about the annotated global behavior from the annotated local behaviors.
Experiments and Results
We use the word2vec software to learn 300-dimensional word embedding vectors from the counselor and client transcripts [16, 19] . All neural network configurations are learned using Keras [20] with Theano [21] as the back-end.
We perform z-normalization on all features using the empirical mean and standard deviation of the training set. The turns from training sessions were segmented into sequences of 10 turns which overlapped by 50%. The data was shuffled and divided into 32 batches. Ten percent of the training data was randomly assigned to a validation set for training. During each training epoch the batches were shuffled to avoid overfitting to any particular batch. All layer weights were initialized with Glorot uniform initialization [22] . Ten percent dropout was applied to the output of each layer to avoid overfitting. The system was trained in 100 epochs (training was terminated early if the validation loss did not improve in three consecutive epochs) with the model from the epoch giving the minimum loss on the validation set being retained. The training procedure was optimized using the ADAM algorithm [23] .
In Table 2 , we show recall, precision, and the F1-score of the first stage, averaged over the result of each output target. The MISC8 representation is much more robustly predicted as it is a simplified version which only focuses on learning the most frequently occurring codes.
In Table 3 , we show unweighted average recall (UAR) of predicting the global behavior, empathy. In this table, 'baseline' refers to the model that directly predicts empathy from the turn vectors and 'reference' refers to the model that predicts empa- thy from the reference MISC labels assigned to each turn. The proposed system was trained in two stages as described in the Section 3. This is referred to as 'pre-training' in the table. For reference we also include the results from training the full system end-to-end in a single stage, i.e., back-propagating the error from the empathy prediction layer back to the turn vector input layer without first learning the mapping from the turn vectors to local behaviors. The reference model using all 28 MISC codes produced the highest UAR (79.6%) of all the prediction models. This demonstrates that the local behavioral codes carry important information about the global empathy code. The MISC8 reference model also gave better performance than the baseline model (73.6% vs. 71.8%), so while it does not make full use of the local codes the reduced set still carries important information for the empathy prediction task.
The proposed system, when trained in a single stage, fails to match the performance of the shallow baseline system (65.0/62.9% vs. 71.8%). This result suggests that there is not enough data to train a system of this depth without any supervision of the intermediary layers. When pre-training the encoder of the proposed system, we see improved performance over the baseline for both the 8 and 28 dimensional encoding layers (78.6% and 72.9%, respectively). Interestingly, we see a reversed order of performance between the 8 and 28 dimensional encoding layers compared to the predictions of the reference model. This is likely due to the difficulty of making accurate predictions of the 28 MISC codes including due to increased data sparsity issues. The relatively stronger performance of predicting the MISC8 labels gives a better initialization for the deep network. By back-propagating the error through the entire system with the first stage initialization, the deep system with 8 dimensional encoding layer achieves better performance than the reference system with reference MISC8 input (78.6% vs. 73.6%). This is most likely due to the deep system being allowed to learn from both the turn level language dynamics as well as local behavioral acts.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we presented a deep neural network system to predict counselor empathy from MI session transcripts. We demonstrated that by training the system in two stages, using local behavioral acts as supervision for the first stage, we are able to outperform a baseline shallow neural network predicting counselor empathy rating directly from input turn vectors.
In the future, we would like to model turns as sequences of word vectors rather than a simple average of word vectors. The current turn representation does not retain information about the relative order of words in a turn, only which words appeared. The order of words can be important for inferring meaning and thus improving this aspect of the model will likely lead to increased performance.
We also would like to improve the first stage of the training, i.e., the mapping from turns to local behavioral acts. While the outputs of the presented system share weights and thus are implicitly correlated, the loss function does not explicitly take into account the correlations between the labels (local codes). We plan to explore multi-labeling loss functions to address this issue [24] .
A natural extension is to add an attention mechanism to the proposed encoder-decoder network [25] . An attention mechanism would allow for the system to assign different weights to different turns as some turns may carry more information about the empathy rating. By giving more attention to these behaviorally salient turns, we may achieve increased performance as well as increased interpretability.
Additionally, we are interested in using this system with text generated from MI session audio using automatic speech recognition (ASR), as well as direct audio derived features. In addition to the 348 MI sessions in the presented corpora, which were manually transcribed and annotated, we also have access to 1,384 sessions with global behavioral ratings but without the associated transcriptions or MISC annotations. A system that does automatic segmentation and ASR would be able to automatically provide behavioral codes for a therapy session without manual transcription. Our current "sound2code" system uses n-gram and maxent language models, lattice re-scoring, and support vector regression to make MITI predictions from ASR derived text [26] . We believe the proposed deep learning model could augment the existing system.
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